The analysis of habituation.
Using the "method of continuous data" a detailed, quantitative description of the "action-program" of rats introduced into new environment make it possible to derive indices of the intensity of behavior which correlate closely with hippocampal "theta" activity. Using these indices a mathematical analysis of the course of habituation was attempted. Both uninterrupted and interrupted habituation can be divided into two parts: the activation and disactivation (habituation) curves. The theoretical habituation curve may be represented by a negative (usually) exponential growth function on which intrinsic damped oscillations with exponentially increasing wavelengths and decreasing amplitudes are superimposed (Fig. 11). The activation curve has the inverse characteristics (Fig. 15). The course of positive learning seems to be intimately related to the activation curve. Since the dependence of both the rate of habituation and the rate of discrimination learning on the individual excitability level are of the same nature (inverted U-shaped curves), habituation can hardly be accepted as the simplest kind of learning. For habituation to occur, intervals between stimuli are critical; novelty or absence of reinforcement may be secondary.